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Abstract: Australian English /i+/, /I/, and /I@/ exhibit almost identical
average first (F1) and second (F2) formant frequencies and differ in
duration and vowel inherent spectral change (VISC). The cues of dura-
tion, F1�F2 trajectory direction (TD) and trajectory length (TL) were
assessed in listeners’ categorization of /i+/ and /I@/ compared to /I/.
Duration was important for distinguishing both /i+/ and /I@/ from /I/.
TD and TL were important for categorizing /i+/ versus /I/, whereas only
TL was important for /I@/ versus /I/. Finally, listeners’ use of duration
and VISC was not mutually affected for either vowel compared to /I/.
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1. Introduction

Time-varying spectral information is very influential in vowel perception (Strange,
1989). By examining the perception of North American English (AE) co-articulated
syllables, Strange and colleagues have repeatedly shown that identification accuracy
remains high when the “steady-state” targets of vowels have been set to silence, leaving
only their spectrally dynamic onsets and offsets (for a review, see Strange and Jenkins,
2013). Vowels may also display vowel inherent spectral change (VISC), patterns of
spectral change characteristic of vowels themselves (Nearey and Assmann, 1986;
Nearey, 2013), and this too can be perceptually relevant. For instance, Hillenbrand
and Nearey (1999) found that AE vowels are more intelligible when their formant tra-
jectories are spectrally dynamic like those in naturally produced AE vowels compared
to when formant trajectories are spectrally flat. At the same time, the perceptual
importance of VISC may not be uniform and its effects are generally greatest for AE
vowels which are themselves produced with relatively large magnitudes of VISC (e.g.,
Hillenbrand and Nearey, 1999).

Despite growing evidence for the relevance of dynamic spectral information in
vowel perception, it is an unresolved issue as to how it is best described (for a discus-
sion, see Morrison and Nearey, 2007). It may be sufficient to refer to differences in for-
mant frequencies between vowel onset and offset. On the other hand, it may be more
appropriate to consider the formant frequencies themselves without referring to how
they change. A further unresolved issue is the role of vowel duration in perceived
vowel identity. In an identification task involving naturally produced AE vowels whose
durations had been manipulated to be longer or shorter, Hillenbrand et al. (2000)
found that some—but ultimately few—vowels were frequently misidentified. The
authors hypothesize that listeners generally gave little weight to duration, as most AE
vowels can be contrasted with their neighbors by spectral characteristics alone.

The neighboring Australian English (AusE) front vowels /i+/, /I/, and /I@/ (as in
the English words “bead,” “bid,” and “beard”) provide a striking example of how
both VISC and duration cues may potentially be exploited by listeners in vowel per-
ception because the three vowels are spectrally very close in terms of mean or midpoint
formant frequencies. Elvin et al. (2016) collected a corpus of vowels in the Western
Sydney variety of AusE and examined their durations as well as their first (F1), second
(F2), and third (F3) formant trajectories. Table 1 shows average values for /i+/, /I/, and
/I@/ as produced by male speakers. Table 1 also shows average F1�F2 trajectory
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lengths (TLs), which are the Euclidean distances between vowel onset and offset in a
F1�F2 vowel space (cf. Fox and Jacewicz, 2009), i.e., the amount of F1�F2 fre-
quency change between the beginning and end portions of vowel segments.
Additionally, Table 1 shows the three vowels’ trajectory directions (TDs), that is, the
course of F1�F2 frequency change. Here “converging” refers to F1 and F2 frequencies
moving closer together in vowel offset, while “diverging” denotes F1 and F2 frequen-
cies moving apart in vowel offset (Morrison and Nearey, 2007). Figure 1 illustrates the
three vowels’ TDs and TLs in a F1�F2 vowel space and, as can be seen, /i+/ and /I@/
exhibit roughly similar TLs, but their TDs proceed in opposite directions, /i+/’s is
Diverging and /I@/’s is Converging.

To examine which acoustic parameters best separate /i+/, /I/, and /I@/, Elvin
et al. (2016) conducted discriminant analyses and found that using duration alone clas-
sified 70.2% of tokens correctly, with a notably high accuracy of 93.3% for /I/.
Formant means classified only 52.9% of tokens correctly, while values for a measure
of VISC [the first discrete cosine transform coefficient which corresponds to the magni-
tude and direction (sign) of formant slope] classified 77.5% of tokens correctly, notably
higher at 89.6% for /i+/. When duration and the VISC values were entered simulta-
neously, 93.1% of all three vowels’ tokens were classified correctly, suggesting that the
combination of these two acoustic parameters is more effective at separating /i+/, /I/,
and /I@/ than either formant means or duration values alone.

Given that AE listeners exploit both VISC and sometimes duration cues to
distinguish neighboring vowels (e.g., Nearey and Assmann, 1986; Hillenbrand et al.,
2000), it is reasonable to expect AusE listeners will make use of these cues too.
Examining the relative importance of individual cues as well as their combinations
should provide insights into how VISC and duration are both used for identifying vow-
els and for distinguishing between them. In line with Elvin et al. (2016) and previous
findings for AE, we predict that AusE listeners will be sensitive to durational differ-
ences and that this will be important for distinguishing /I/ from /i+/ and /I@/. We also
expect VISC cues will be perceptually most prominent for /I@/ and /i+/, as their TDs
proceed in opposite directions and their TLs are much larger compared to /I/. Finally,
we compare the relation between F1�F2 values at vowel onset and offset by means of
both TLs and TDs. Thus, the present study investigates the relative use of the concur-
rent cues of duration and VISC and how to characterize VISC for perceiving spectrally
neighboring vowels.

2. Methods

2.1 Participants

Twenty native monolingual speakers of AusE (12 female, 8 male) were recruited from
Western Sydney University’s subject pool who, at the time of testing, were young
adults under the age of 30 (age range: 17 yrs 1 month—27 yrs 9 months; median: 20
yrs 10 months).

2.2 Stimuli

The stimuli were isolated vowel segments created using the Klatt synthesizer (Klatt
and Klatt, 1990) in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2016). The acoustic values of the
stimuli were based on those of male speakers’ vowels in the corpus of Western Sydney
AusE (Elvin et al., 2016). The vowel stimuli all shared the same midpoint formant val-
ues, which are the mean frequencies in Table 1, and varied in:

• Duration: four logarithmic steps; one unit was e0.32 ms, yielding values of 94, 129, 177,
and 244 ms;

Table 1. Average acoustic information for /i+/, /I/, and /I@/ as produced by male AusE speakers reported in Elvin
et al. (2016). TL values were calculated by summing the 29 Euclidean distances between F1 and F2 frequencies
sampled from 30 time points across the middle 60% of each vowel and TD assignment was based on average
F1�F2 values shown in Fig. 1.

Vowel Duration (ms) F1 F2 F3 TL TD
(ERB) (ERB) (ERB) (ERB)

/i+/ 168 8.25 21.73 23.93 1.60 Diverging
/I/ 101 8.57 21.15 23.52 0.52 Converging
/I@/ 206 8.43 21.52 23.70 1.09 Converging
Mean 158 8.42 21.40 23.72 1.07 —
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• TD (Direction of change between onset and offset in F1�F2 space): Diverging, Zero or
Converging;

• TL [Euclidean distance between onset and offset in F1�F2 space using the
Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) measure]: six steps which were 0.00, 0.30,
0.90, 1.50, and 2.10 ERB with an additional 3.90 ERB “exaggerated” step.

This procedure yielded 44 different vowels, as schematized in the left panel of
Fig. 2; the right panel shows the ranges of F1�F2 values in the vowels’ onsets and
offsets. F3 was kept constant at the mean in Table 1, while F4 was constant at 25.55
ERB (Praat’s suggested value for a male voice).

The 44 vowels in the present experiment served in another task for which dif-
ferent fundamental frequencies (f0s) were required. Each vowel was therefore synthe-
sized with three male f0s (3.25, 3.80, and 4.90 ERB);1 the final stimulus set thus con-
sisted of 132 physically different stimuli (44 vowels � 3 f0s).

2.3 Procedure

On each trial of a multiple-alternative forced-choice task, participants heard one of the
stimuli over headphones and selected one of three responses displayed on a computer
screen—bead (¼ /i+/), bid (¼ /I/), or beard (¼ /I@/)—by pressing a corresponding key-
board key. After a practice round of 15 trials, the task started. The 40 vowels contain-
ing spectral change (10 spectrally dynamic vowels � 4 durations) were presented on six
trials, while the four spectrally static vowels (1 spectrally static vowel � 4 vowel dura-
tions) were presented on 12 trials. This resulted in 288 trials. Trial order was random-
ized across participants and breaks were given after every 48 trials.

Fig. 1. (Color online) Average F1�F2 trajectories for male AusE speakers from the corpus of Elvin et al.
(2016).

Fig. 2. (Color online) Left panel: The 44 vowel stimuli along the TL and Duration dimensions with the TD
dimension shown by different colors (Diverging ¼ purple, Zero ¼ blue, Converging ¼ orange). Right panel:
F1�F2 vowel space of the stimuli. The square shows the midpoint shared by all stimuli. Most (36/44) vowel
stimuli exhibit TLs< 2.10 ERB with onsets and offsets sampled between the arrowheads at the ends of the solid
line. The remaining eight “exaggerated” stimuli exhibit onsets and offsets between the arrowheads at the ends of
the dotted line.
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3. Results

Table 2 displays counts and proportions of how the vowel stimuli were categorized
according to Duration, TD, and TL. As can be seen, listeners favored the /I/ label for
short vowels and the /i+/ and /I@/ labels for vowels of longer durations. With respect to
TD, listeners chose /I/ most often for Zero vowels and /i+/ and /I@/ with roughly equal
frequencies for the remainder of responses. For Diverging vowels, listeners clearly pre-
ferred selecting /i+/, while for Converging vowels the /I/ and /I@/ labels were chosen
more often. For TL, the general trend is for vowels with less spectral change to be
labeled as /I/ and vowels with greater spectral change to be labeled as /i+/ or /I@/.

To determine the extent to which the cues of Duration, TD, and TL contrib-
uted to listeners’ categorization of the vowel stimuli as /i+/, /I/, or /I@/, we used the
MCMCglmm package (Hadfield, 2010) in the program R (R Core Team, 2017) which
fits generalized mixed-effects models utilizing Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling for
Bayesian statistics. A mixed-effects multinomial logistic regression was fit to the data,
which estimates the log-odds for several alternative outcomes occurring compared to
one particular outcome (a reference category) based on a given set of fixed and ran-
dom effects. We selected /I/ to be the reference category because—in speech—it is the
shortest of the three vowels, displays the least amount of spectral change, and its onset
and offset lie between those of /i+/ and /I@/ (Fig. 1). The fixed factors were Duration,
TD, and TL and their interactions. By-participant random intercepts and slopes were
entered for the three fixed factors, their interactions and f02, as these were repeated
across subjects (Barr et al., 2013). Duration and f0 values were mean-centered around
zero, while TL values were ordered from zero upwards (i.e., 0.00, 0.30, 0.90, 1.50,
2.10, and 3.90 ERB). The levels of TD were coded as �1, 0, and 1 to correspond to
Diverging, Zero, and Converging, respectively. Subsequently, to ensure comparability
across cues, Duration, TD, TL. and f0, all values were standardized by dividing them
by their respective standard deviations. In this way, the model’s intercept represents
the estimated log-odds of selecting the reference category /I/ when VISC cues are
absent (i.e., both TD and TL are zero) and when Duration is at its mean. Thus, each
fixed effect or interaction represents the estimated log-odds of selecting the alternative
categories (/i+/ or /I@/) with each one-standard-deviation shift along the respective cue
dimension(s). Last, model coefficients were sampled from the posterior distribution
using four Markov chains conditioned on priors recommended in Hadfield (2017)
appropriate for this kind of model.3

Figure 3 plots the posterior coefficients of the model. Reliable effects are those
with 95% credible intervals which do not cross zero. As predictors were standardized,
comparisons can be made regarding the relative importance of Duration, TD, and TL
and their interactions for the log-odds of selecting /i+/ and /I@/ relative to the reference
category /I/. That is, coefficient values can be ranked from most important (largest) to
least important (smallest) in selecting /i+/ or /I@/ over the reference category /I/. If listen-
ers’ use of one cue is moderated by the value(s) of at least one other cue, interactions
should be apparent. A lack of interactions, on the other hand, would suggest that a
particular cue provides robust information to vowel identity without being dependent
on the values of other cues.

Table 2. Counts and proportions (in parentheses) of vowel labels assigned to the vowel stimuli according to
Duration, TD, and TL. Note that the count of responses was not the same across cue dimensions. For each level
of Duration, responses summed to 1440. For TD, responses to Diverging and Converging stimuli each totaled
2400, while responses to Zero stimuli totaled 960. For each level of TL, responses added up to 960.

Duration /i+/ /I/ /I@/ TD /i+/ /I/ /I@/ TL /i+/ /I/ /I@/

94 ms 347
(0.24)

962
(0.67)

131
(0.09)

Diverging 1562
(0.65)

601
(0.25)

237
(0.10)

0.00 ERB 263
(0.27)

418
(0.44)

279
(0.29)

129 ms 482
(0.33)

670
(0.47)

288
(0.20)

Zero 263
(0.27)

418
(0.44)

279
(0.29)

0.30 ERB 265
(0.28)

439
(0.46)

256
(0.27)

177 ms 634
(0.44)

216
(0.15)

590
(0.41)

Converging 271
(0.11)

904
(0.38)

1225
(0.51)

0.90 ERB 364
(0.38)

345
(0.36)

251
(0.26)

244 ms 633
(0.44)

75
(0.05)

732
(0.51)

1.50 ERB 382
(0.40)

287
(0.30)

291
(0.30)

2.10 ERB 404
(0.42)

255
(0.27)

301
(0.31)

3.90 ERB 418
(0.44)

179
(0.19)

363
(0.38)
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Of all model coefficients, Duration was by far the most important cue for
selecting both /I/-/i+/ and /I/-/I@/, and more important than VISC cues. Recall that
this effect indicates the influence of vowel duration on the labeling of those vowel stim-
uli without spectral change, i.e., when TD and TL are zero. As the log-odds of
selecting the alternative vowel over the reference category are positive for /I/-/i+/
and for /I/-/I@/, AusE listeners preferred both /i+/ and /I@/ to exhibit longer durations
than /I/, mirroring speech production. In fact, the effect is larger for /I/-/I@/, indicating
that vowel duration is more important for contrasting this vowel pair. This also reflects
speech production because, of the three AusE front vowels, /I/ and /I@/ display the
shortest and longest durations, respectively (Table 1).

Turning to the two VISC cues, it is immediately clear that these were used dif-
ferently depending on the vowel pair in question. First, while TD was expected to be
equally important for /i+/ and /I@/, there is a significant effect only for /I/-/i+/. As the
TD coefficient is negative, listeners preferred the alternative category /i+/ to have a
more Diverging F1�F2 trajectory than the reference category /I/, which mirrors
speech production (Fig. 1). On the other hand, TD does not appear to contribute to
the categorization of /I@/ compared to /I/, presumably because these two AusE vowels
are both produced with Converging F1�F2 trajectories. Second, there are reliable
effects of TL and the positive coefficients indicate that, as expected, listeners were
more likely to select the /i+/ or /I@/ labels than the /I/ label for vowels with greater spec-
tral change. For /I/-/i+/, the sizes of the effects of TL and TD are roughly similar, indi-
cating both cues are of approximately equal importance.

There is some, albeit less reliable, evidence to support a TD � TL interaction
involving /i+/, as the 95% credible intervals only just cross zero. In fact, the 95% credi-
ble intervals of the posterior distribution from one of the four Markov chains came
close to but did not cross zero. The direction of the TD � TL interaction for /i+/ is as
expected: the negative coefficient indicates listeners’ preferences for selecting this option
over the reference category /I/ were stronger as TLs become larger and when TD is
Diverging. However, the size of the TD � TL interaction for /i+/ is much smaller than
the independent effects of either TD or TL, indicating that the interaction between the
two VISC cues is much less important for selecting this vowel over the reference cate-
gory /I/.

Finally, none of the interactions involving Duration and TD and/or TL are
stable (Duration � TD, Duration � TL and Duration � TD � TL). Therefore, it can
be concluded that the influence of vowel duration on vowel categorization does not
clearly depend on the particular acoustic values of VISC cues.

4. Discussion

AusE listeners were clearly sensitive to both duration and the two VISC cues in front
vowel categorization involving stimuli with identical midpoint and mean formant fre-
quencies. Notably, the use of three cues was not uniform. As expected, vowel duration
was most significant for selecting /i+/ or /I@/ relative to /I/, reflecting that, in speech pro-
duction, /I/ is shorter than /i+/ and /I@/. Also in line with speech production, AusE lis-
teners preferred /i+/ or /I@/ to show greater levels of spectral change than /I/.
Furthermore, a Diverging F1�F2 trajectory is evidently important for perceiving /i+/,

Fig. 3. (Color online) Model fixed-effect coefficients from the posterior distribution sampled by four Markov
chains. The boxes represent the interquartile range, the vertical line within each box represents the posterior
median, and the whiskers represent the 95% credible interval. The dots within each box represent the posterior
mean.
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whereas the direction of a vowel’s F1�F2 trajectory is not specifically used for catego-
rizing /I@/ as different from /I/, presumably because both exhibit Converging trajecto-
ries in speech.

Morrison and Nearey (2007) hypothesize that the use of VISC in vowel cate-
gorization is best explained by the formant frequency values in vowel onset and offset.
The present study finds support for this hypothesis with regard to the relation between
vowel onset and offset. AusE /i+/ and /I@/ display large TLs in speech production, i.e.,
their onsets and offsets exhibit markedly different formant frequencies, and this cue
was, as expected, perceptually important. However, TD was not used in the same way
for the two vowels. Since formant frequency differences between onset and offset pro-
ceed in the same direction for /I/-/I@/, this particular onset-offset relation may not act
as an effective cue for differentiating the two vowels, leaving the size of the onset-
offset formant frequency difference, in addition to duration, as a more crucial cue. As
formant frequency differences between the onsets and offsets for /I/ and /i+/ proceed in
opposite directions, this relation successfully distinguishes the two vowels just as well
as its size. Thus, the ways in which onsets and offsets explain vowel categorization is
dependent on the vowel and contrast in question.

Hillenbrand et al. (2000) hypothesize that the use of vowel duration is influ-
enced by the degree to which a given vowel can be spectrally distinguished from its
neighbors. In the case of AusE /i+/, /I/, and /I@/, while duration is undoubtedly a critical
cue, the use of duration versus VISC may function in a “complementary” fashion.
Specifically, duration was of greater importance for /I/-/I@/ compared to /I/-/i+/. At the
same time, only TL was important for /I/-/I@/, while for /I/-/i+/ TL and TD were of
approximately equal importance. As /I/-/I@/ are not distinguished from one another by
TD, duration may therefore serve as a more informative cue than for /I/-/i+/.

The classification analyses of Elvin et al. (2016) were partly motivated by
reports of monophthongized variants of AusE /I@/ as [I+], possibly due to sociophonetic
variation or sound change (e.g., Cox, 2006). The present study offers some insights
into why this variation is more plausible than, say, monophthongized variants of AusE
/i+/. A less spectrally dynamic but relatively long realization of /I@/ is unlikely to be det-
rimental to its perception as the intended vowel than a less spectrally dynamic realiza-
tion of /i+/. This is because duration is used more strongly for /I@/ than for /i+/ and,
concurrently, VISC cues, such as TD, are more important for /i+/.

The present findings also shed some light on AusE acquisition. It is likely that
learning to exploit VISC cues is challenging for infants because, as the present results
reveal, their use may involve attending to more than one dimension rather than a sin-
gle dimension (e.g., Goudbeek et al., 2008). Escudero et al. (2017) report that AusE
15-month-olds habituate more readily to AusE /I/ than to AusE /i+/ when contained in
a /dVt/ frame, leading to the successful detection of a switch from /dIt/ to /di+t/, but
not from /di+t/ to /dIt/. As VISC cues are presumably less important for successfully
recognizing /dIt/ compared to /di+t/, an inability to attend to VISC cues therefore
should not impede detecting a switch from /dIt/ to /di+t/.

To conclude, VISC and duration are crucial acoustic cues for explaining the
perception of neighboring front vowels in AusE, and the present findings were largely
predictable based on acoustic patterns found in naturally produced vowels (Elvin
et al., 2016). The current results on AusE listeners’ categorization of /i+/, /I/, and /I@/
add to the evidence that vowel perception involves, in addition to vowel duration,
attending to time-varying spectral information rather than simply to static targets.
Moreover, the relative importance and incorporation of VISC cues can vary across
vowels and complements duration, highlighting that perceptual categorization involves
attending to and integrating multiple cues in different ways.
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